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Basic Philosophy- model wave function

• Given          compute form factors, 
densities, Compton scattering ....

• Make guess at how QCD works, improve 
guess, rule out simple scenarios

• Non-relativistic quark model
• 3 quarks 
• 0 orbital angular momentum
• proton is round
• What can Compton scattering say?
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Understand phenomena-model

γ
Model proton wave function:3 quarks

Lorentz and rotationally  invariant

Light front variables

Dirac spinors-orbital angular 
momentum

Theory 1995 Data 2000

Quark spin is 75 % 
of proton total 
angular momentum

M. R. Frank, , B.K. Jennings, , G.A. Miller,. Phys.Rev.C54:920-935,1996.
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Neutron- requires pion cloud

5Gerald A. Miller,    Phys.Rev.C66:032201,2002.

determined by the magnetic moment of the proton. We shall

use different values when including the pion cloud.

The calculation of form factors is simplified by using

completeness to express the wave function in terms of light

cone spinors uL(p
!,p,!), which are related to Dirac spinors

by a unitary Melosh rotation evaluated in terms of Pauli

spinors: !! i",!si", with #! i!RM
† (pi)!si"$ ūL(pi ,! i)u(pi ,si).

Thus the wave function depends on Melosh-rotated Pauli

spinors:

!↑p3"""m!%1#&'M 0!i!•%n$p3'

!%m!%1#&'M 0'
2!p3!

2 # $ 10 % , %3'

where the quantity in brackets is RM
† (p3). The function M 0

enters in the definition of the third %z' component of the
quark momentum that enters in the Dirac spinors. The spin-

isospin wave function can then be thought of as constructed

from the nonrelativistic quark model, but with the replace-

ment of Pauli spinors by those of Eq. %3'. An important effect
resides in the term (n$p3) which originates from the lower

components of the Dirac spinors: the orbital angular momen-

tum Lz(0 )11*. The term (n$p3) is also responsible for the
flatness of the ratio QF2(Q

2)/F1(Q
2).

We turn now to neutron properties. The three-quark model

for the proton respects charge symmetry, invariance under

the interchange of u and d quarks, so it contains a prediction,

shown in Fig. 1 %compared with data from Ref. )12*' for
neutron form factors. We note that GEn would vanish in the

nonrelativistic limit, RM→1, so the deviations from 0 are

solely due to relativistic effects. The resulting electric form

factor, shown in the curve labeled ‘‘relativistic quarks,’’ is

very small at low values of Q2, but at larger values of Q2 the

prediction is larger than that of the Galster parametrization

)13*.
The slope of GEn is related to the charge radius as

GEn(Q
2)→#Q2Rn

2/6 with a measured value )14* of Rn
2

"#0.113%0.005 fm2. The three-quark model value is

#0.025 fm2, obtained using Schlumpf’s parameters. To un-
derstand this small magnitude we express GE in terms of F1,2
for small values of Q2. Then Rn

2"R1
2!RF

2 , where the Foldy

contribution, RF
2"6+n/4M

2"#0.111 fm2 is, by itself, in
good agreement with the experimental data. But this does not

guarantee success in explaining the charge radius because

one needs to include the Q2 dependence of F1 which gives

R1
2. In the three-quark model R1

2"!0.086 fm2 which nearly
cancels the effects of RF

2 . Such a cancellation is a natural

consequence of including the relativistic effects of the lower

components of the quark Dirac spinors )15*. Another effect is
needed.

Sometimes a physical nucleon can be a bare nucleon and

a virtual pion. An incident photon can interact electromag-

netically with a bare nucleon, Fig. 2%a', with a nucleon while
a pion is present, Fig. 2%b', or with a charged pion in flight,
Fig. 2%c'. These effects are especially pronounced for the
neutron GE )16*, at small values of Q2, because the quark

effects are small. The tail of the negatively charged pion

distribution extends far out into space, causing Rn
2 to be

negative. Such contributions were computed long ago using

the cloudy bag model )16*, which employed static nucleons.
The effects of the pion cloud need to be computed rela-

tivistically to confront data taken at large Q2. This involves

evaluating the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 2 using photon-

bare-nucleon form factors from our relativistic model, and

using a relativistic ,-nucleon form factor. We define the re-

sulting model as the light-front cloudy bag model LFCBM.

The light-front treatment is implemented by doing the inte-

gral over the virtual pion four-momentum k%,k! , perform-

ing the integral over k# analytically, reexpressing the re-

maining integrals in terms of relative variables (-
"k!/P!), and shifting the relative ! variable to L! to sim-

plify the numerators. Thus the Feynman graphs, Fig. 2, are

represented by a single .-ordered diagram. The use of J!

and the Yan identity )17* SF(p)"/su(p ,s) ū(p ,s)/(p
2#m2

!i0)!1!/2p! allows one to see that the nucleon current

operators appearing in Fig. 2%b' act between on-mass-shell
spinors.

The results can be stated as

Fi-%Q2'"Z)Fi-
(0)%Q2'!Fib-%Q2'!Fic-%Q2'* , %4'

where i"1,2 denotes the Dirac and Pauli form factors, -
"n ,p determines the identity of the nucleon, and Fi-

(0)(Q2)

are the form factors computed in the absence of pionic ef-

fects. The wave function renormalization constant Z is deter-

FIG. 1. Calculation of GE
n . The data are from Ref. )12*.

FIG. 2. Diagrams.
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Improved model-Cloet & Miller ’11 20

γ

Model proton wave function: quark-
diquark

Lorentz and rotationally  invariant-
different forms!

Light front variables

Dirac spinors-orbital angular momentum

Quark spin is 35 % 
of proton total 
angular momentum
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Shapes of the proton- momentum 
space spin-dependent-densities

three vectors n, K, S

Phys.Rev. C68 (2003) 022201
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Shapes of the proton- momentum 
space spin-dependent-densities

MODEL , HOW TO MEASURE? How to 
compute fundamentally?

three vectors n, K, S

Phys.Rev. C68 (2003) 022201
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Measure h⊥1T : e + p(↑) → e′πX

e

e’

γ

ST

Cross section has term proportional to cos 3φ  
Βοer Mulders ‘98

3 vectors:
Spin direction, photon direction, hadron direction

TMD- is a momentum-space
spin-dependent-density 

GAM   Phys.Rev.C76:065209,2007
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ρΓ(b) =
∑

q

eq

∫
dx−q+(x−,b)γ+Γq+(x−,b)

Γ =
1
2
(1 + n · γ γ5) gives spin− dependent density

Generalized Coordinate Space Densities

9

Schierholtz, Zanotti  2009 -this quantity is not zero, proton 
is not round

spin-dependent density 
-depends on direction 
of b: proton is not round

Transverse Spin Structure of the Nucleon from Lattice-QCD Simulations

M. Göckeler,1 Ph. Hägler,2,* R. Horsley,3 Y. Nakamura,4 D. Pleiter,4 P. E. L. Rakow,5 A. Schäfer,1 G. Schierholz,6,4

H. Stüben,7 and J. M. Zanotti3

(QCDSF and UKQCD Collaborations)

1Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Regensburg, 93040 Regensburg, Germany
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We present the first calculation in lattice QCD of the lowest two moments of transverse spin densities of
quarks in the nucleon. They encode correlations between quark spin and orbital angular momentum. Our
dynamical simulations are based on two flavors of clover-improved Wilson fermions and Wilson gluons.
We find significant contributions from certain quark helicity flip generalized parton distributions, leading
to strongly distorted densities of transversely polarized quarks in the nucleon. In particular, based on our
results and recent arguments by Burkardt [Phys. Rev. D 72, 094020 (2005)], we predict that the Boer-
Mulders function h?1 , describing correlations of transverse quark spin and intrinsic transverse momentum
of quarks, is large and negative for both up and down quarks.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.222001 PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc, 14.20.Dh

Introduction.—The transverse spin (transversity) struc-
ture of the nucleon received a lot of attention in recent
years from both theory and experiment as it provides a new
perspective on hadron structure and QCD evolution (for a
review, see [1]). A central object of interest is the quark
transversity distribution !q!x" # h1!x", which describes
the probability of finding a transversely polarized quark
with longitudinal momentum fraction x in a transversely
polarized nucleon [2]. Much progress has been made in the
understanding of so-called transverse momentum depen-
dent parton distribution functions (TMD PDFs) like, e.g.,
the Sivers function f?1T!x; k2?" [3], which measures the
correlation of the intrinsic quark transverse momentum
k? and the transverse nucleon spin S?, as well as the
Boer-Mulders function h?1 !x; k2?" [4], describing the cor-
relation of k? and the transverse quark spin s?. While the
Sivers function is beginning to be understood, still very
little is known about the sign and size of the Boer-Mulders
function.

A particularly promising approach is based on
3-dimensional densities of quarks in the nucleon, "!x; b?;
s?; S?" [5], representing the probability of finding a quark
with momentum fraction x and transverse spin s? at dis-
tance b? from the center of momentum of the nucleon with
transverse spin S?. As we will see below, these transverse
spin densities show intriguing correlations of transverse
coordinate and spin degrees of freedom. According to
Burkardt [6,7], they are directly related to the above men-
tioned Sivers and Boer-Mulders functions. Our lattice re-
sults on transverse spin densities therefore provide for the
first time quantitative predictions for the signs and sizes of

these TMD PDFs and the corresponding experimentally
accessible asymmetries.

Lattice calculations give access to x moments of trans-
verse quark spin densities [5]
 

"n #
Z 1

$1
dxxn$1"!x; b?; s?; S?"

# 1

2

!
An0!b2?" % si?S

i
?

"
ATn0!b2?" $

!b?
~ATn0!b2?"
4m2

#

% bj?#
ji

m
&Si?B0

n0!b2?" % si?B
0
Tn0!b2?"'

% si?!2bi?b
j
? $ b2?!

ij"Sj?
1

m2
~A00
Tn0!b2?"

$
; (1)

where "n # "n!b?; s?; S?" and m is the nucleon mass.
The b?-dependent nucleon generalized form factors
(GFFs) An0!b2?"; ATn0!b2?"; . . . in Eq. (1) are related to
GFFs in momentum space An0!t"; ATn0!t"; . . . by a Fourier
transformation

 f!b2?" (
Z d2!?

!2$"2 e
$ib?)!?f!t # $!2

?"; (2)

where !? is the transverse momentum transfer to the
nucleon. Their derivatives are defined by f0 ( @b2?f and
!b?f ( 4@b2?!b

2
?@b2?"f. The generalized form factors in

this work are directly related to x moments of the corre-
sponding vector and tensor generalized parton distributions
(GPDs) (for a review, see [8]). The probability interpreta-
tion of GPDs in impact parameter space was first noted in
[9]. Apart from the orbitally symmetric monopole terms in

PRL 98, 222001 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
1 JUNE 2007

0031-9007=07=98(22)=222001(4) 222001-1  2007 The American Physical Society

Nucleon and quarks both polarized Spin-orbit coupling
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Compton scattering-

10

Handling the handbag diagram in Compton scattering on the proton

Gerald A. Miller
Department of Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195-1560, USA

(Received 1 March 2004; published 25 May 2004)

Poincaré invariance, gauge invariance, conservation of parity, and time reversal invariance are respected in

an impulse approximation evaluation of the handbag diagram. Proton wave functions, previously constrained

by comparison with measured form factors, that incorporate the influence of quark transverse and orbital

angular momentum (and the corresponding violation of proton helicity conservation) are used. Computed cross
sections are found to be in reasonably good agreement with early measurements. The helicity correlation

between the incident photon and outgoing proton, KLL, is both large and positive at back angles. For photon

laboratory energies of !6 GeV, we find that KLL!ALL, and DLL!1.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.69.052201 PACS number(s): 13.60.Fz

The recent and planned experimental accessibility [1,2] of
real Compton scattering on the proton at large momentum
transfer make this reaction a promising new probe of short
distance structure. The scattering amplitude depends on the
square of the charge of a struck quark, and so provides a
ground-state to ground-state matrix element that is different
than the ones involved in the electromagnetic form factors
[3].
One primary goal has been to determine the dominant

reaction mechanism that allows the proton to accommodate
the large momentum transfer while remaining a proton. Ac-
cording to perturbative QCD (PQCD) [4,5] the three active
valence quarks share the momentum transfer via the ex-
change of two gluons that each carry a large momentum. In
the PQCD treatment, hard gluon exchanges are included in
an effective current operator, and so can be taken to occur
within the time duration of the reaction. The most recent
calculations [6] find that this mechanism yields cross sec-
tions that are about 10 times smaller than ones measured at
photon energies of 6 GeV or less. Another approach uses
overlaps of soft nonperturbative wave functions [7,8]. As
noted in the review [9], the invariant amplitude is obtained
by evaluating the so-called handbag diagrams of Fig. 1. The
large momentum transfer occurs on a single quark, with a
probability amplitude determined by the overlap of the initial
and final state wave functions. Here the high momentum
transfer is accommodated by the exchange of an uncountable
number of gluons that occurs either before and after the re-
action takes place. Such calculations have had reasonable
success in reproducing the measurements [8,10].
Previous treatments of the handbag diagram [7,8] have

provided a unifying relation between elastic form factors,
real Compton scattering, and virtual Compton scattering.
This approach has led to interesting predictions that are test-
able experimentally. Our concern here is with understanding
the limitations of the approximations. One involves asserting
that the longitudinal momentum of the proton is carried by a
single quark [8]. Another involves the neglect of the effects
of quark and hadron helicity flip [7,8] in high momentum
transfer exclusive reactions. A specific consequence of ne-
glecting quark helicity flip is that the observables KLL (which
involves the helicity of the final proton) and ALL (which in-
volves the helicity of the initial proton) are predicted to be

the same. Reference [10] includes corrections that allow pho-
ton and proton helicity flip.
Our purpose here is to use a model wave function that

provides a reasonably good description of all four nucleon
electromagnetic form factors [11–13] to evaluate the graphs
of Fig. 1 in a manner that avoids neglecting the effects of
hadronic helicity nonconservation. The essential feature is
that relativistic and quark mass effects induce significant
quark transverse and orbital angular momentum that cause
violations of hadronic helicity conservation.
We begin describing the formalism by reviewing the sa-

lient features of the wave functions of Refs. [11–13]. This
model starts with a wave function for three relativistic con-
stituent quarks:

"!pi" = u!p1"u!p2"u!p3"#!p1,p2,p3" , !1"

where pi represents space, spin, and isospin indices:
pi=pisi ,$i and repeated indices are summed over. The
spinors u are canonical Dirac spinors. The components of
momenta are expressed in terms of light cone notation: pi
#!p+ ,p!"i, with pi

!= !p!i
2 +m2" /pi

+. The three momenta pi of

the quarks can be transformed to the total and relative
momenta to facilitate the separation of the center of
mass motion as P=$ipi ,%=p1

+ / !p1
++p2

+" ,&=p1
++p2

+ /P+ ,k!

= !1!%"p1!!%p2! ,K!= !1!&"!p1!+p2!"!&p3!. One may

express the proton wave function in the center of mass frame
in which the individual momenta are given by p1!=k!

+%K! ,p2!=!k!+ !1!%"K! ,p3!=!K!. The structure of

the color-spin-isospin wave function can be understood in a
familiar form. This eigenstate of spin [14,15] is a product of
an antisymmetric color wave function with a symmetric
flavor-spin-momentum wave function, given by "
=
1
%2 !'()(+'*)*"+, where '( represents a mixed-

antisymmetric and '* a mixed-symmetric flavor wave func-
tion, and )(,* represents mixed symmetric or anti-symmetric
spin wave functions in terms of Dirac spinors. The lower
components of these contain terms in which the spin of the
quark is opposite to that of the proton, with the difference
accommodated by the orbital angular momentum. Such
terms are responsible for reproducing the experimental fea-

PHYSICAL REVIEW C 69, 052201(R) (2004)
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ture that QF2 /F1 is approximately constant for Q2

!2!GeV/c"2 [11–13].
The spin-independent momentum-space wave function is

a function of the mass operator M0 of a noninteracting sys-
tem of any P": M0

2= !K!
2 +m2#" /#!1!#"+ !k!

2 +m2" / ##$!1
!$"$, where m is the u ,d quark mass. We take the S-state

orbital function %!M0" to be of a power law form: %!M0"
=N / !M0

2+&2"' that depends on & ,', and the constituent
quark mass m. Parameters of the light front cloudy bag
model [13], which makes the cloudy bag model [16] relativ-
istic, are displayed in Table I. The effects of the pion cloud
are unimportant at high momentum transfer and are ignored
here.
Using light front dynamics enables one to relate the pro-

ton wave functions in different reference frames with a kine-
matic boost. If the proton acquires a transverse momentum
by the absorption of a quantity of momentum, !%!0,!!"
=q!q! by a quark, the effects of the boost are obtained by
replacing the momenta k! ,K! by k! ,K!!#!!.
The evaluation of the Compton scattering amplitude

MS!,S!"! ,"" is made with an impulse approximation in

which the Compton scattering occurs via the Born and

crossed Born graphs of Fig. 1. The antisymmetric nature of

( allows us to take the scattering to occur on the third quark

of charge Q3. The incident (outgoing) photon has four-

momentum and polarization vector q ,"!q ,"!", evaluated us-
ing the 'p center of mass frame.MS!,S!"! ,"" depends on the
initial spin S and final spin S! of the proton, as well as on
" ,"!:

MS!,S!"!,"" = 3Q3
2& d#d2K!'

s,s!

)S!,s!;S,s!#,K!,k"

*ū!K!,s!"O"!,"!K!,K"u!K,s" , !2"

where

)S!,s!;S,s!#,K!,k" % & d$d2k!(
S!,s!
† !$,k!,#,K!! "

*(S,s!$,k!,#,K!",

and in which the indices !s ,s!" represent both spin and iso-

spin (charge) quantum numbers of the struck third quark.

The quantities K ,K! are four vectors given by K"= #!1
!#"M0 ,!K$ and K” u!K ,s"=mu!K ,s" ,K” !u!K! ,s"=mu!K! ,s".
Satisfying the latter two relations is necessary to maintain

gauge invariance. The operator O"!,"!K! ,K" represents

Compton scattering on a quark:

O"!,"!K!,K" = +”!*
1

2 !K + q + K! + q!" · ' + m
!K + q"2 ! m2

+”

+ +”
1

2 !K! ! q + K ! q!" · ' + m
!K! ! q"2 ! m2

+”!*. !3"

The numerators appearing in Eq. (3) are displayed in a form
symmetric with respect to the initial and final states. This is

necessary to maintain the time reversal invariance of the re-

sulting amplitudes. Deriving Eq. (2) from the full four-

dimensional formalism involves integration over the minus

components of the wave function and neglecting modifica-

tions of the intermediate propagator of the struck quark

caused by spectator quarks. Note also that the total momen-

tum of the proton does not enter into expression (2), so that
our results are independent of frame.

Each of s ,s! ," ,"!, has two possible values, so there are
16 amplitudes. Using parity conservation and time reversal

invariance reduces the number of independent amplitudes to

six [17]. We calculate the 16 amplitudes and demonstrate
explicitly that there really are only six independent ones. It is

not obvious that the impulse approximation used in obtaining

Eq. (2) will yield only six amplitudes. Applying parity in-
variance immediately reduces the number of independent

amplitudes to eight. But the effects of time reversal invari-

ance are more difficult to satisfy. This is because the sum of

the quark minus-momenta is not equal to the minus-

momentum of the proton. Thus conservation of four-

momentum occurs only at the hadronic level, but not in the

'q scattering. However, numerical calculations show that a

reasonably accurate approximation can be made that leads to

the respect of time reversal invariance. Examine Eq. (2) and
shift the variable of integration according to K!→K!

+#! /2. Then note that if the momentum transfer ! is large

compared to typical momenta appearing in the wave func-

tion, one may ignore the component of K parallel to ! in

evaluating the matrix element ū!K! ,s!"O!"! ,""u!K ,s". Nu-
merical work shows that using this approximation does not

change the computed values of observables by significant

amounts, but does reduce the number of independent ampli-

tudes to exactly six, and also maintains gauge invariance.

The relevant experimental observables involve photons

and protons of a definite helicity. The 'p-cm helicity ampli-

TABLE I. Different parameter sets, m ,& in fm!1. From Ref.

[13].

Set (legend) m & '

1 dash 1.8 3.65 4.1

2 dot-dash 1.8 3.65 3.9

3 solid 1.7 2.65 3.7

FIG. 1. (Color online) Direct (a) and crossed
(b) handbag graphs for the Compton amplitude.

GERALD A. MILLER PHYSICAL REVIEW C 69, 052201(R) (2004)
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Wave function supplies amplitudes for 
on-mass shell quarks, CC respected
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Technical aspects

• Transverse momentum of quarks included
• Photon momenta are transverse, no boosts
• No energy transfer
•

11ture that QF2 /F1 is approximately constant for Q2

!2!GeV/c"2 [11–13].
The spin-independent momentum-space wave function is

a function of the mass operator M0 of a noninteracting sys-
tem of any P": M0

2= !K!
2 +m2#" /#!1!#"+ !k!

2 +m2" / ##$!1
!$"$, where m is the u ,d quark mass. We take the S-state

orbital function %!M0" to be of a power law form: %!M0"
=N / !M0

2+&2"' that depends on & ,', and the constituent
quark mass m. Parameters of the light front cloudy bag
model [13], which makes the cloudy bag model [16] relativ-
istic, are displayed in Table I. The effects of the pion cloud
are unimportant at high momentum transfer and are ignored
here.
Using light front dynamics enables one to relate the pro-

ton wave functions in different reference frames with a kine-
matic boost. If the proton acquires a transverse momentum
by the absorption of a quantity of momentum, !%!0,!!"
=q!q! by a quark, the effects of the boost are obtained by
replacing the momenta k! ,K! by k! ,K!!#!!.
The evaluation of the Compton scattering amplitude

MS!,S!"! ,"" is made with an impulse approximation in

which the Compton scattering occurs via the Born and

crossed Born graphs of Fig. 1. The antisymmetric nature of

( allows us to take the scattering to occur on the third quark

of charge Q3. The incident (outgoing) photon has four-

momentum and polarization vector q ,"!q ,"!", evaluated us-
ing the 'p center of mass frame.MS!,S!"! ,"" depends on the
initial spin S and final spin S! of the proton, as well as on
" ,"!:

MS!,S!"!,"" = 3Q3
2& d#d2K!'

s,s!

)S!,s!;S,s!#,K!,k"

*ū!K!,s!"O"!,"!K!,K"u!K,s" , !2"

where

)S!,s!;S,s!#,K!,k" % & d$d2k!(
S!,s!
† !$,k!,#,K!! "

*(S,s!$,k!,#,K!",

and in which the indices !s ,s!" represent both spin and iso-

spin (charge) quantum numbers of the struck third quark.

The quantities K ,K! are four vectors given by K"= #!1
!#"M0 ,!K$ and K” u!K ,s"=mu!K ,s" ,K” !u!K! ,s"=mu!K! ,s".
Satisfying the latter two relations is necessary to maintain

gauge invariance. The operator O"!,"!K! ,K" represents

Compton scattering on a quark:

O"!,"!K!,K" = +”!*
1

2 !K + q + K! + q!" · ' + m
!K + q"2 ! m2

+”

+ +”
1

2 !K! ! q + K ! q!" · ' + m
!K! ! q"2 ! m2

+”!*. !3"

The numerators appearing in Eq. (3) are displayed in a form
symmetric with respect to the initial and final states. This is

necessary to maintain the time reversal invariance of the re-

sulting amplitudes. Deriving Eq. (2) from the full four-

dimensional formalism involves integration over the minus

components of the wave function and neglecting modifica-

tions of the intermediate propagator of the struck quark

caused by spectator quarks. Note also that the total momen-

tum of the proton does not enter into expression (2), so that
our results are independent of frame.

Each of s ,s! ," ,"!, has two possible values, so there are
16 amplitudes. Using parity conservation and time reversal

invariance reduces the number of independent amplitudes to

six [17]. We calculate the 16 amplitudes and demonstrate
explicitly that there really are only six independent ones. It is

not obvious that the impulse approximation used in obtaining

Eq. (2) will yield only six amplitudes. Applying parity in-
variance immediately reduces the number of independent

amplitudes to eight. But the effects of time reversal invari-

ance are more difficult to satisfy. This is because the sum of

the quark minus-momenta is not equal to the minus-

momentum of the proton. Thus conservation of four-

momentum occurs only at the hadronic level, but not in the

'q scattering. However, numerical calculations show that a

reasonably accurate approximation can be made that leads to

the respect of time reversal invariance. Examine Eq. (2) and
shift the variable of integration according to K!→K!

+#! /2. Then note that if the momentum transfer ! is large

compared to typical momenta appearing in the wave func-

tion, one may ignore the component of K parallel to ! in

evaluating the matrix element ū!K! ,s!"O!"! ,""u!K ,s". Nu-
merical work shows that using this approximation does not

change the computed values of observables by significant

amounts, but does reduce the number of independent ampli-

tudes to exactly six, and also maintains gauge invariance.

The relevant experimental observables involve photons

and protons of a definite helicity. The 'p-cm helicity ampli-

TABLE I. Different parameter sets, m ,& in fm!1. From Ref.

[13].

Set (legend) m & '

1 dash 1.8 3.65 4.1

2 dot-dash 1.8 3.65 3.9

3 solid 1.7 2.65 3.7

FIG. 1. (Color online) Direct (a) and crossed
(b) handbag graphs for the Compton amplitude.
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MS′,S(ε′, ε) = ρ⊗O

ρS′,s′;S,s(η, K ′
⊥, K⊥) =

∫
dξ d2k⊥Ψ†

S′,s′(ξ, k⊥, η,K ′
⊥)ΨS,s(ξ, k⊥, η,K⊥)

O =

K ′
⊥ = k⊥ + (1− η)(q′⊥ − q⊥)
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tudes are determined by making a unitary transformation on

the spin amplitudes MS!,S!!! ,!":

!"!#!,"# = #
S!,S

T*!p!"S!#!MS!,S!!"! ,$""TS,#!p" , !4"

where " ,# represent the helicity of the initial photon and

initial proton, and TS,#!p"$ ū!p ,s"uH!p ,#" / !2Mp" in which
u represents an ordinary Dirac spinor and uH represents a

helicity spinor. Then the differential cross section is ex-

pressed as

d%

dt
=

1

64&!s ! m2"2
'","!,#,#!%!"!,#!,"#%2. !5"

Our results for this are shown in Fig. 2. Using the param-

eter set of Table I leads to cross sections that are a bit too

small, but increasing the quark mass by 10% leads to quali-

tatively good agreement. The dependence of d% /dt on pho-
ton laboratory energy in shown in Fig. 3. There is a 20%

overall normalization uncertainty, and the data shown in

Figs. 2 and 3 have been multiplied by 0.8.

The spin dependent observables are defined according to

Ref. [10]. One set involves both photon and proton helicities.
The correlation KLL between the helicities of the incoming

photon and the outgoing proton is

KLL
d%

dt
=
d%!" = + ,#! = +"

dt
!
d%!" = + ,#! = ! "

dt
, !6"

and is especially interesting because the experimental result

[1] will be announced soon. The correlation, ALL, between
the incident photon and the proton in the initial state is

ALL
d%

dt
=
1

2
&d%!" = + ,# = +"

dt
!
d%!" = + ,# = ! "

dt
' .

!7"

In the handbag approach of Refs. [8,10], the amplitudes
!!!++$!2 and !!++!$!6 have the same magnitude, and

this leads to the prediction that KLL=ALL. Our results, for the

photon energies of immediate experimental interest (3.2 and
4.3 GeV) [1,2], are displayed in Fig. 4, and the related cross
sections can be found in Fig. 5. Examining Fig. 4 shows that

the predicted values of KLL and ALL do not depend on the

quark mass, and have little variation with energy. The values

of KLL are large and positive at large scattering angles. This

is similar to the KLL of Refs. [8,10], but their predicted equal-
ity between KLL and ALL does not hold here. For backward

scattering angles we find KLL(!ALL.
This demands explanation. In Refs. [8,10] the equality

between KLL and ALL arises from using a vanishing quark

mass that leads to vanishing quark helicity flip matrix ele-

ments. The massless quarks are taken to move collinearly

with the proton which consequently does not change helicity.

In our model, the role of orbital angular momentum and

nonconservation of the proton helicity is the crucial aspect in

reproducing the proton form factors [11].
Let us consider scattering by 180° (back-angle scattering)

to illustrate how it is that KLL!ALL. Examine Eq. (4). The
transformation matrices T!p"S# reduce to overlaps between

two-component spinors, in which " · p̂%#)=#%#).
Then for back-angle scattering T*!p!"S!#!=

1
*2 !(S!,+1/2

+#!(S!,!1/2" , T!p"S#=
1
*2 !(S,+1/2!#(S,!1/2", so that !2

=
1

2
+M+++M!!!M+!!M!+, , !6=

1

2
+M+++M!!+M+!

+M!+,. The dependence of MS!S on the photon polarization

FIG. 2. Cross sections. The data are from Ref. [18]. Three
curves are obtained with parameters defined in Table I and three are

obtained by increasing the quark mass m by 10%.

FIG. 3. Energy dependence of cross sections. The data are from

Ref. [18]. The curves are obtained using set 3 of Table I, with an
increase in the value of m by 10%.
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In the handbag approach of Refs. [8,10], the amplitudes
!!!++$!2 and !!++!$!6 have the same magnitude, and

this leads to the prediction that KLL=ALL. Our results, for the

photon energies of immediate experimental interest (3.2 and
4.3 GeV) [1,2], are displayed in Fig. 4, and the related cross
sections can be found in Fig. 5. Examining Fig. 4 shows that

the predicted values of KLL and ALL do not depend on the

quark mass, and have little variation with energy. The values

of KLL are large and positive at large scattering angles. This

is similar to the KLL of Refs. [8,10], but their predicted equal-
ity between KLL and ALL does not hold here. For backward

scattering angles we find KLL(!ALL.
This demands explanation. In Refs. [8,10] the equality

between KLL and ALL arises from using a vanishing quark

mass that leads to vanishing quark helicity flip matrix ele-

ments. The massless quarks are taken to move collinearly

with the proton which consequently does not change helicity.

In our model, the role of orbital angular momentum and

nonconservation of the proton helicity is the crucial aspect in

reproducing the proton form factors [11].
Let us consider scattering by 180° (back-angle scattering)

to illustrate how it is that KLL!ALL. Examine Eq. (4). The
transformation matrices T!p"S# reduce to overlaps between
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FIG. 2. Cross sections. The data are from Ref. [18]. Three
curves are obtained with parameters defined in Table I and three are

obtained by increasing the quark mass m by 10%.

FIG. 3. Energy dependence of cross sections. The data are from

Ref. [18]. The curves are obtained using set 3 of Table I, with an
increase in the value of m by 10%.
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In the handbag approach of Refs. [8,10], the amplitudes
!!!++$!2 and !!++!$!6 have the same magnitude, and

this leads to the prediction that KLL=ALL. Our results, for the

photon energies of immediate experimental interest (3.2 and
4.3 GeV) [1,2], are displayed in Fig. 4, and the related cross
sections can be found in Fig. 5. Examining Fig. 4 shows that

the predicted values of KLL and ALL do not depend on the

quark mass, and have little variation with energy. The values

of KLL are large and positive at large scattering angles. This

is similar to the KLL of Refs. [8,10], but their predicted equal-
ity between KLL and ALL does not hold here. For backward

scattering angles we find KLL(!ALL.
This demands explanation. In Refs. [8,10] the equality

between KLL and ALL arises from using a vanishing quark

mass that leads to vanishing quark helicity flip matrix ele-

ments. The massless quarks are taken to move collinearly

with the proton which consequently does not change helicity.

In our model, the role of orbital angular momentum and

nonconservation of the proton helicity is the crucial aspect in

reproducing the proton form factors [11].
Let us consider scattering by 180° (back-angle scattering)

to illustrate how it is that KLL!ALL. Examine Eq. (4). The
transformation matrices T!p"S# reduce to overlaps between

two-component spinors, in which " · p̂%#)=#%#).
Then for back-angle scattering T*!p!"S!#!=
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=
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FIG. 2. Cross sections. The data are from Ref. [18]. Three
curves are obtained with parameters defined in Table I and three are

obtained by increasing the quark mass m by 10%.

FIG. 3. Energy dependence of cross sections. The data are from

Ref. [18]. The curves are obtained using set 3 of Table I, with an
increase in the value of m by 10%.
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quark mass, and have little variation with energy. The values

of KLL are large and positive at large scattering angles. This

is similar to the KLL of Refs. [8,10], but their predicted equal-
ity between KLL and ALL does not hold here. For backward

scattering angles we find KLL(!ALL.
This demands explanation. In Refs. [8,10] the equality

between KLL and ALL arises from using a vanishing quark

mass that leads to vanishing quark helicity flip matrix ele-

ments. The massless quarks are taken to move collinearly

with the proton which consequently does not change helicity.

In our model, the role of orbital angular momentum and

nonconservation of the proton helicity is the crucial aspect in

reproducing the proton form factors [11].
Let us consider scattering by 180° (back-angle scattering)

to illustrate how it is that KLL!ALL. Examine Eq. (4). The
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FIG. 2. Cross sections. The data are from Ref. [18]. Three
curves are obtained with parameters defined in Table I and three are

obtained by increasing the quark mass m by 10%.

FIG. 3. Energy dependence of cross sections. The data are from

Ref. [18]. The curves are obtained using set 3 of Table I, with an
increase in the value of m by 10%.
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vectors is suppressed, as these are the same for !2,6. Equality

of !2 and !6 can only occur if each of the proton spin flip

matrix elements M+! ,M!+ vanish, or if their sum vanishes.

Inspection of Eq. (3) shows that the spin-flip matrix elements
do not vanish, and that the terms " · !q+q!"="02q0 lead to
operators !1+#x" evaluated between Pauli spinors. The op-

erator #x raises and lowers spins with exact strength, so that

M+!+M!+ does not vanish, !2!!6, and ALL!KLL.

Another way to understand this inequality is to examine

the numerical effect of reducing the quark mass towards 0.

We find that this causes ALL to aproach KLL.

There are other polarization variables [10]. The helicity
transfer from the incoming to the outgoing photon is given

by DLLd# /dt= #d#!$= + ,$!=+" /dt!d#!$= + ,$!=!" /dt$.
Reference [10] finds that DLL%1. The polarization of the
incoming proton is defined by Pd# /dt= 1

2
#d#!↑" /dt

!d#!↓" /dt$. In Ref. [10] small corrections lead to estimating
that P%3%. Our result is that P=0. Our prediction for DLL,

shown in Fig. 6, is that it has significant deviations from

unity at large scattering angles.

Now consider sideways proton spin directions. The corre-

lation between the helicity of the incoming photon and the

sideways !S" polarization of the incoming proton, parallel or
antiparallel to the S-direction is defined [10] as ALS, and the
one for the sideways polarization of the outgoing proton is

KLS. We find KLS=0 and ALS=0, and that the incoming pho-

ton asymmetry % [10] vanishes.
Let us summarize. Poincaré invariance, gauge invariance,

conservation of parity, and time reversal invariance are re-

spected in our impulse approximation evaluation of the

handbag diagrams. Proton wave functions, previously con-

strained by comparison with measured form factors, that in-

corporate the influence of quark orbital angular momentum

(and the corresponding violation of proton helicity conserva-
tion) are used. Computed cross sections are in reasonably
good agreement with early measurements. The value of KLL
is large and positive for scattering at large angles. In contrast

with earlier work, we find that KLL!ALL, and DLL!1 at

FIG. 4. KLL ,ALL obtained using the parameter sets of Fig. 2.

These are nearly independent of energy and quark mass.

FIG. 5. Computed values of d# /dt, the parameter sets of Fig. 2,
with an increased quark mass.

FIG. 6. Computed values of DLL, using parameter sets of

Table I.
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Another way to understand this inequality is to examine
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that P%3%. Our result is that P=0. Our prediction for DLL,
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sideways !S" polarization of the incoming proton, parallel or
antiparallel to the S-direction is defined [10] as ALS, and the
one for the sideways polarization of the outgoing proton is

KLS. We find KLS=0 and ALS=0, and that the incoming pho-

ton asymmetry % [10] vanishes.
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(and the corresponding violation of proton helicity conserva-
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DLL
dσ

dt
=

dσ(µ = +, µ′ = +)
dt

− dσ(µ = +, µ′ = −)
dt
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large scattering angles. With our model functions, photon

laboratory energies of 6 GeV or less are too low for the

simplifying assumptions that lead to proton helicity conser-

vation to be valid. Future experiments that measure ALL or

DLL can determine whether or not proton helicity conserva-

tion holds in Compton scattering at any given energy.
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Summary

• Form factors,  GPDs, TMDs, understood from unified 
light-front formulation, GPD-coordinate space 
density,TMD momentum space density

• Potential of Compton scattering unrealized-more data 
needed

• Proton is not round- lattice QCD spin-dependent-
density is not zero

• Experiment can whether or not proton is round by 
measuring 
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Summary of SDD
• SDD are closely related to TMD’s
• If h1T

?   is not 0, proton is not 
round. Experiment can show

 proton ain’t round.
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Ratio of Pauli to Dirac Form Factors 
1995 theory, data 2000
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How to study the proton?

• EXPERIMENTS
• Theory –numerical simulations lattice
                masses + … low Q2  
                eventually exact
• Phenomenology- symmetries, 

dynamical guesses, high Q2    
• Model independent techniques

  what the lattice will find
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Spin density operator: δ(r-rp) σ . n(

Canted ferromagnetic 
structure of UNiGe 
high magnetic fields

• Neutron magnetic 
scattering 

• Neutron, B, crystal

PRB65, 144429 
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• pQCD   

Feynman  

Non perturbative
∞ gluon exch                          

γ

γ

How proton holds together-high Q2
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Negative F1 means 
central density 
negative

G
GeV2

GeV2
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Neutron Interpretation
+

-

b

? π- at short distance ?

Central quark density reduced 

by orbital ang. momentum  OAM?
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Summary of density 
• Model independent information on charge 

density

• Central charge density of neutron is 
negative 

• Pion cloud at large b
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Field theoretic SDD

• Probability to have momentum K, and 
spin direction n

Matrix 
elements 
depend on 
three vectors

n, K, S
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Field theoretic SDD

• Probability to have momentum K, and 
spin direction n

Matrix 
elements 
depend on 
three vectors

n, K, S

Equal time 
correlation 
function
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Relate SDD to TMD

• SDD depend on Kx, Ky ,  Kz  & equal time 
correlation function

• TMD depend on x, Kx , Ky & ξ+=0 =t+z 
correlation function

• Integrate SDD over Kz --> t=0,z=0 
• Integrate TMD over x !  ξ§=0, t=0,z=0

Result :non-spherical nature of 
proton related to h1T

?
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